Effect of loading conditions on the dissociation behaviour of catch bond clusters
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Under increasing tensile load, the lifetime of a single catch bond counterintuitively increases up to a maximum and then decreases exponentially like a slip bond. So far, the characteristics of single catch bond dissociation have been extensively studied. However, it remains unclear how a cluster of catch bonds behaves under tensile load. We perform computational analysis on the following models to examine the characteristics of clustered catch bonds: (i) clusters of catch bonds with equal load sharing, (ii) clusters of catch bonds with linear load sharing, and (iii) clusters of catch bonds in micropipette-manipulated cell detachment. We focus on the differences between the slip and catch bond clusters, identifying the critical factors for exhibiting the characteristics of catch bond mechanism for the multiple-bond system. Our computation reveals that for a multiple-bond cluster, the catch bond behaviour could only manifest itself under relatively uniform loading conditions and at certain stages of decohesion, explaining the difficulties in observing the catch bond mechanism under real biological conditions.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Cell adhesion is mediated by a large variety of receptor–ligand bonds. The majority of biological bonds are slip bonds, whose lifetime is shortened by force [1,2]. However, the development of ultrasensitive force probes has led to the finding that the lifetime of certain bonds could also be prolonged by tensile force, a counterintuitive behaviour referred to as catch bond [3–6]. Dembo et al. [7] first introduced the concept of catch bond as a way to rationalize the shear-enhanced adhesion observed for the binding between selectin molecules and leucocyte ligands [8–10].

Despite Dembo’s seminal predictions, the first definitive example of catch bonds came more than a decade later. Using custom-made atomic force microscopy, Marshall et al. [3] discovered that, with increasing loading force, the interaction between P-selectin and P-selectin glycoprotein ligand-1 (PSGL-1) experiences an initial increase and a subsequent decrease in its lifetime, indicating a catch to slip transition with increasing force. This transition was subsequently observed for the FimH-mediated attachment of bacteria to host cells [11,12], actin–myosin complexes [13] and integrins [14].

Various studies have been conducted to explain the transition between catch bond and slip bond. The study by Somers et al. [15] on P-selectin bonds suggested a transition of ‘bent’ to ‘extended’ molecular conformation. The work by Thormann et al. [16] on the SP-D-sugar system for the first time revealed its structural transition between dynamic stability and thermodynamic stability. These conformational changes could be indications of the transition between catch bonds and slip bonds. Theoretical studies on catch bonds have also been vigorously conducted, resulting in a variety of models in the literature. Dembo et al. [7] introduced a two-state theory to model intermolecular bonds as transitional springs. But their assumption of an infinite increase in bond strength under increasing tensile force failed to predict the force-induced transition from catch to slip bonds [3]. To explain this transition, the traditional single dissociation pathway model appears insufficient, and two-pathway models based on an envisioned energy landscape of the biological bonds were introduced [17,18]. This interaction energy landscape is thought of as a three-dimensional surface which, when projected onto the direction of force, results in a one-dimensional landscape that captures the essential features of the bond-dissociation mechanisms. The existence of two pathways is supported by both structural studies [15,19] and molecular dynamics simulations [20].

Under the scheme of two-pathway dissociation, several models have been proposed [11,18,21,22]. These
models are similar in nature except that they applied different assumptions regarding how the two bound states are initially populated. For example, Evans et al. [21] assumed a rapid equilibration between the two bound states, and their model was validated by a series of experiments on the P-selectin–PSGL-1 bond [21,23,24].

Thomas and colleagues assumed a slow conversion, and their model was successfully employed to explain features of FimH adhesion of the Escherichia coli bond [11,22].

Although the catch-to-slip transition has been intensely studied at the single molecular level, in typical physiological settings, adhesion is often realized by clustering of a number of bonds. Compared with the single-bond system, a cluster of bonds can show more complexities. Firstly, the effect of rebinding becomes significant, because ruptured bonds may re-form while the remaining closed bonds could still hold the cell in place [25–28]. Secondly, the rupture and rebinding of individual bonds will constantly alter the force distribution, resulting in strong cooperative effects [28,29].

Fully unravelling the behaviour of multiple-bond rupture is a highly complicated issue because it is hardly possible to determine the distribution of force among the bonds and the time-course of force applying on each bond. So far, researchers addressed this issue mostly within an ideal scenario where the load is equally shared by a number of parallel bonds. The pioneering theoretical framework was established by Bell [28], who used a deterministic equation to study the stability of adhesion clusters under constant force. Decades later, Erdmann & Schwarz [30,31] developed a stochastic version of Bell’s work in order to tackle the same issue for small adhesion clusters. In addition, Evans & Ritchie [32] discussed the dynamics of a bond subjected to linear loading. Seifert [25] extended their discussion to multiple-bond situations, and his analysis has been confirmed by Prechtl et al. [26], who used a biomembrane force probe (BFP) to measure the adhesion strength of living cells. This BFP method was recently adopted by Ligezowska et al. [33] to investigate the influence of divalent ions on the rupture force transition of integrin–ligand bonds. The cooperative behaviour of clusters of slip bonds between two rigid [34] or elastic media [35–37] under different loading conditions have also been extensively investigated. All these previous studies were conducted for the clusters of ordinary slip bonds, while the cooperative behaviour of multiple catch bonds remains to be explored. Here, we present a first attempt to investigate the decohesion behaviour of a catch bond cluster under various loading conditions.

Following Bell’s work, we establish and solve the rate equation of the bond number change under a constant force. Our study will focus on the differences between resultant cluster behaviours based on the slip and the catch bond models. Our analysis will start with the simplest case and proceed to cases with increasing sophistications: (i) single slip and catch bond under constant forces; (ii) a cluster of parallel bonds with uniformly distributed loading force; (iii) a cluster of parallel bonds with linearly distributed loading force; and (iv) the micropipette-manipulated detachment of a cell from a substrate surface. Our main objective is to identify the conditions for a cluster of catch bonds to exhibit the characteristics of catch bond behaviour.

2. MODELS AND FORMULATIONS

2.1. Bond rupture rate

Bell [28] proposed the original model for the force-dependent off-rate of the slip bond,

$$k_r(f) = k^{0r} \exp \left( \frac{F}{f_b} \right),$$

where $k^{0r}$ denotes the rupture rate when no force is applied to the bond; the force scale $f_b$ sets the degree of rate increase with force. This model predicts an exponential decay of the slip bond lifetime with the increase in loading force.

For a catch bond, we adopted Evans’ two bound states, two pathway model [21]. As illustrated in figure 1, Evans et al. hypothesized the existence of two bound states from which two dissociation pathways originate. They also assumed a rapid equilibrium between the two bound states so that the bound partition is modified with the occupancy ratio of the two bound states, which is in equilibrium at all times with a small difference in energy between state 2 and state 1, $\Delta E_{21}$. According to the Boltzmann distribution, this energy difference sets the equilibrium
occupancy ratio, \( \Phi_0 = \exp(\Delta E_{21}/k_B T) \) of state 1 to state 2 at zero force. However, the force applied to the bond causes a shift in the energy, resulting in a change in the energy difference between the two states. The occupancy ratio of the two states, then, changes exponentially with the applied force with a scale of \( f_{12} \). So, although pathway 1 may dominate at low forces where equilibrium favours occupancy of state 1, at higher forces, pathway 2 dominates as equilibrium shifts to favour occupancy of state 2. For bonds exhibiting this type of catch behaviour, the rupture rate is given by Evans et al. [21],

\[
k_r(f) = \frac{\Phi_0 k_{1\text{rup}} + \exp(f/f_{12})[k_{2\text{rup}} \exp(f/f_{12})]}{\Phi_0 + \exp(f/f_{12})}.
\]  

(2.2)

With this expression, the rupture rate experiences a decrease at first as force rises and then an exponential increase after a specific critical value of force.

### 2.2. Formulations of four case studies

In the present paper, the rupture behaviour of both single bond and multiple bonds is discussed and compared. In the following, case 1 represents a single-bond scenario, while cases 2–4 represent three scenarios of multiple-bond systems.

Case 1: in single-bond scenarios, the ruptured bond has little chance to rebind because of the elastic recoil of the force transducer [27,28]. Therefore, its lifetime under a constant force is simply the reciprocal of the rupture rate (equations (2.1) and (2.2)).

Case 2: as shown in figure 2a, an adhesion cluster consists of \( N_0 \) receptor–ligand pairs; the ligands are connected to a flat and rigid substrate while receptors are confined to another rigid plate. Both plates are assigned a unit area. When the substrate is fixed in position while the other rigid plate is pulled by a constant loading force \( F \), these bonds can be either ruptured or rebound. Since the two plates are kept parallel to each other, \( F \) is shared equally between the closed bonds. Therefore, we can establish the rate equation of the time-dependent change of the bond number [38],

\[
\frac{dN_i}{dt} = k_1(\delta)(N_0 - N)^2 - k_r(f)N_i
\]

(2.3)

where \( N_0 \) is the initial number of closed bonds; \( N \) is the number of closed bonds at time \( t \); \( f \) is the force on each closed bond, hence \( f = F/N \). The rebinding of ruptured bonds needs to be considered in the multiple-bond system [28,30,31], with rebinding rate, Sun et al. [38],

\[
k_1 = k_1^b e^{-\delta/\delta_b^2},
\]  

(2.4)

where constant \( k_1^b \) is the rate coefficient; \( \delta \) is the separation distance between a receptor and ligand pair; \( \delta_b \) is the characteristic length for bond formation. The re-binding rate \( k_1 \) was found to be dependent on the receptor–ligand separation [34], a characteristic length, \( \delta_b \), was introduced to describe the effect of the separation on bond-formation rate [38]. In the current computation, the bond is treated as a linear spring, with \( \delta \) proportional to the bond force \( f \) as

\[
\delta = \frac{f}{k}. 
\]  

(2.5)

where \( k \) is the spring constant.

Case 3: the equally loaded bond cluster is a particular case, while in most biological systems, the force is not uniformly shared by each bond. This raises the question as to whether the spatial distribution of \( f \) would influence the decohesion behaviour of bond clusters. We studied a simplified scenario as illustrated in figure 2b where the ligands and receptors are still confined to two flat rigid plates. The substrate is a unit area square plate which is fixed in space, while the upper plate is pulled up by a constant force \( F \). Different from the previous case, now the upper plate is inclined, and the angle (denoted by \( \theta \)) between the two plates is kept unchanged during the pulling. As a result, the force on the individual bond is no longer uniform and its distribution depends linearly on the spatial arrangement of the bonds. For the present work, we only consider a special arrangement that for a total number of \( N_0 \) the bonds are aligned in a number of rows which are equally spaced, and each row contains the same number of bonds. As the bond is treated as a linear spring, the force on the individual bonds is linearly related with its lateral position along the substrate:

\[
f(i) \cdot N(i) = f(1) \cdot N(1) + \Delta l \cdot (i - 1) \cdot k \cdot \tan \theta, 
\]

(2.6)

where \( i \) denotes the row number; \( \Delta l \) is the distance between two rows; \( k \) is the bond stiffness; \( f(i) \) is the force on single bond which is located at the \( i \)th row; \( N(i) \) is the number of closed bonds at the \( i \)th row. From the force equilibrium of the whole system, we have another equation,

\[
\sum_i f(i) \cdot N(i) = F. 
\]  

(2.7)
The overall bond number,

\[ N = \sum_i N(i). \]  

(2.8)

Case 4: finally, we establish a model of more physiological relevance: the BFP-based cell detachment model [39–44]. As illustrated in figure 2c, a red cell is partially aspirated by a micropipette, serving as a force transducer as well as the model cell for adhesion; the adhesion strength can be measured from the aspiration pressure and the membrane extension. Opposite to the pipette entrance, the cell membrane is doped with controlled receptors, and is brought to and then retracted from a rigid flat surface, which is decorated with uniformly distributed ligands. Later the adhesion and detachment would occur in sequence.

2.3. Numerical methods

For case 1, as discussed in the previous section, a bond’s lifetime under a constant force is simply the reciprocal of its rupture rate (equations (2.1) and (2.2)). For case 2, the deterministic computation of the rate equation (equation (2.3)) could yield the numerical solutions of closed bond number versus time \( t \). For case 3, the time-dependent bond number \( N(t) \) is computed in an incremental procedure. In each time step \( \Delta t \), we calculate \( N(i) \) and \( f(i) \) from equations (2.6) and (2.7); then based on the values of \( N(i) \) and \( f(i) \), and the rate equation (2.3), the change of bond number at each row \( \Delta N(i) \) can be derived, and hence the \( N(i) \) is updated; the updated values of \( N(i) \) are then used to calculate \( f(i) \) for the next time step. The iteration proceeds until \( N < 1 \), which implies the complete detachment of the cluster. For case 4, an axisymmetric model has been developed following the assembly of previous BFP experiments [39–45]: a pre-swollen, spherical-shaped red blood cell was used as the force transducer; an elastic orthotropic membrane model was chosen to model the composite lipid bilayer of the membrane; hydrostatic fluid elements were introduced to analyse the mechanical response of the fluid-filled cavity inside the cell. The simulations were performed in three phases: firstly, a portion of the cell was aspirated into the micropipette by a suction pressure of magnitude \( \Delta P \). Secondly, the pipette-holding cell is brought into contact with the substrate. Cell adhesion was simulated during the membrane–surface touch, and the cell would spread on the substrate in an incremental manner until the whole system reached force equilibrium. Finally, the pipette was pulled back with a specified loading. The cell was therefore forced to move upward and eventually detach from the substrate. The deformation of the cell was computed by finite element method based on the ABAQUS platform [46]. For details of the model and calculation, please refer to the previous work [43,44].

2.4. System parameters

The values of related parameters in cases 1–3 were chosen based on existing studies [21,45–48]: for the Bell model, the zero-force rupture rate \( k_0^f = 1 \text{s}^{-1} \); for the Evans’ model, \( k_{1\text{rup}} = 12 \text{s}^{-1}, k_{2\text{rup}} = 1 \text{s}^{-1} \); \( f_{12} = 6 \text{pN}, \Delta E_{12} = 5 \text{kT} \); in both the Bell and the Evans models, we employed the same values of parameters as follows: the force scale \( f_0 = 18 \text{pN} \); the bond forward reaction rate coefficient \( k_f = 1 \mu\text{m}^2\text{s}^{-1} \); the characteristic length for bond-formation rate \( \delta_c = 0.01 \mu\text{m} \); the bond spring constant \( k = 10^{-12} \text{N}\text{m}^{-1} \). In case 4, the cell dimensions were acquired from previous typical BFP experiments [39–43]: the thickness of cell wall \( h = 20 \text{nm} \); the cell radius \( R_0 = 3.53 \mu\text{m} \); the micropipette inner radius \( R_p = 0.95 \mu\text{m} \); the initial ligand density \( \rho_0 = 5000 \mu\text{m}^{-2} \); the initial receptor density \( \rho_{\alpha} = 30 \mu\text{m}^{-2} \); the time step \( \Delta t = 10 \text{ms} \). The aspirated cell serves as a linear spring, whose stiffness can be calculated from the aspiration pressure. In the present case, this pressure is \( \Delta p = 500 \text{Pa} \); thus the stiffness is \( 640 \text{pN}\mu\text{m}^{-1} \). Therefore, the loading force \( F \) can be systematically adjusted by changing the retraction distance.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Lifetime of single bond

We calculated the single-bond lifetime versus loading force, which is plotted in figure 3. It is seen that for the slip bond model, its lifetime decreases exponentially with increasing force, while the lifetime of catch bond experiences a biphasic change and a peak value at an intermediate force. Owing to a higher rupture rate at low forces, the lifetime of catch bond is initially shorter than that of the slip bond. As force increases, however, its lifetime lengthens and eventually exceeds that of a slip bond. Upon reaching the peak value, it starts to decrease in a similar exponential pattern to the slip bond, indicating a transition from catch-to-slip bond at the high force regime.

3.2. Lifetime of parallel multiple bonds with uniformly distributed force

3.2.1. Critical force \( f_c \) for cluster decohesion

In a multiple-bond cluster, the rebinding rate plays an important role in stabilizing the adhesion contact. It
was shown by Bell that the cluster remains stable up to a critical force $f_c$ [28]. Therefore, it is necessary to perform a stability analysis before studying the decohesion [30,31]. Although the explicit expressions are not available, with the assigned values of system parameters given above, we could obtain the numerical solutions. Taking the initial bond number $N_0 = 30$, we obtained the critical force for the slip bond cluster, $F_c \approx 216$ pN by using Bell’s expression of $k_r$ (equation (2.1)); and the critical force for the catch bond cluster, $F_c \approx 113$ pN by using Evans’ rate expression (equation (2.2)). These two critical values define the upper limit above which a rapid transition occurs from adhesion to decohesion. When the force is below the critical value, only a fraction of the bonds break and a new equilibrium state is then established, while application of force which exceeds the critical value will initiate a complete rupture of all bonds.

3.2.2. Cluster lifetime

From equation (2.3), we could obtain the numerical solutions of closed bond number versus time $t$. Figure 4a,b exhibit these solutions at different loading forces for both slip bond and catch bond, respectively. For the convenience of comparing, we use the scaled quantity $\tilde{f} = F/N_0$ instead of the overall load $F$.

The differences between the two types of bonds are obvious. First, they have different critical forces $\tilde{f}_c$ for cluster decohesion: $\tilde{f}_c = 7.1$ pN for the slip bond and $\tilde{f}_c = 3.7$ pN for the catch bond. Hence, the loading forces are 213 pN for the slip bond cluster and 111 pN for the catch bond cluster, respectively. These values are in good agreement with our calculations in the previous section. Second, and more importantly, their bond number decays in distinct manners. The decreasing rate (the slope of the curve) of slip bond cluster changes monotonically with increasing applied force from $\tilde{f} = 7.1$ to 50 pN (figure 4a). In contrast, the catch bond cluster displays a crossover of the curves, indicating a biphasic change of the force-dependent decohesion rate (figure 4b). In the early stage of bond breaking (fewer than seven bonds broken), it is seen that the case with $\tilde{f} = 40$ pN possesses the longest rupture time, which is consistent with the single-bond results shown in figure 3. However, as the broken bond number increases, the actual force $f$ on each bond increases, thus the longest rupture time happens

Figure 4. Lifetime analyses for uniformly loaded bond clusters. (a,b) Change of bond number versus time $t$ at different loading forces: (a) slip bond model (solid line with dots, 7.1 pN; solid line, 10 pN; dashed line, 20 pN; dashed dotted line, 30 pN; dotted line, 40 pN; dash double-dotted line, 50 pN); (b) catch bond model (solid line with dots, 3.7 pN; solid line, 10 pN; short dashed line, 20 pN; dotted line, 30 pN; dotted line, 40 pN; long dashed line, 50 pN; dash double-dotted line, 60 pN). The curves with the circle symbols denote the equilibrium status. (c,d) Rupture time versus the loading force at different decohesion stages: (c) slip bond model (lines with squares denote time for one-third bonds broken, lines with diamonds denote time for two-third bonds broken and lines with circles denote lifetime); (d) catch bond model (lines with squares denote time for one-third bonds broken, lines with diamonds denote time for two-third bonds broken and lines with triangles denote lifetime).
at lower values of $f$, for example at $f = 10, 20$ and 30 pN. As the number of broken bonds further increases, the actual force $f$ on each bond is so large that these bonds are actually in slip bond regime, for example at $f = 50$ and 60 pN; thus, this crossover of the curves eventually disappears.

For a bond cluster, its lifetime is usually identified by the time when only the last bond remains [28,30,31]. The lifetimes for the slip and catch bond clusters at different forces are shown in figure 4c (the curve with circles) and 4d (the curve with triangles), respectively. It is seen that there is no sign of catch bond characteristics as the lifetime monotonically decreases for both slip and catch bond clusters; the latter decreases in a much more gradual manner than the former. However, when we plot the time courses during which the bond number decreases by one-third and two-thirds of its initial value, these two partial decohesions exhibit the typical biphasic pattern and a maximum lifetime at intermediate loading forces.

The above finding is an interesting contrast to the conventional single-bond experiments [3,21]. Differing from the single catch bond, the multiple-bond cluster ruptures in a more complicated process, which involves two stages: initially, the decohesion is modulated by catch bond mechanism; then as the loading forces on the remaining bonds increase, the slip-bond mechanism begins to take lead. As a result, the decohesion of a catch bond cluster demonstrates two features: a biphasic pattern of rupture time for partial decohesion, and a monotonic decrease of lifetime for complete decohesion.

3.3. Lifetime of multiple bonds with linearly distributed force

In the case of multiple bonds with linearly distributed force, the initial bond number $N_i$ is still assigned to be 30. The bonds are aligned in six equally spaced rows with five bonds in each row. The substrate is a square surface of 1 $\mu m^2$, so the distance between two rows is $l = 0.2 \mu m$. The incremental time step is $\Delta t = 10^{-4}$ s. Varying the incline angle $\theta$, we calculated the time-dependent bond number $N(t)$ for different loadings. Figure 5a,c,e shows the bond number changing with time at $\tan \theta = 0.1$, $\tan \theta = 0.2$ and $\tan \theta = 0.3$, respectively. It is clearly shown that with increasing $\theta$, the crossover among different curves is reduced, indicating the deceasing trend in catch bond behaviour. This trend is further demonstrated in figure 5b,d,f, which shows the times for different decohesion stages versus the loading levels at three cases of $\tan \theta = 0.1$, $\tan \theta = 0.2$ and $\tan \theta = 0.3$. A detailed exploration of force distribution on each row of bonds would help in explaining this diminishing effect. Take the case of $f = 30$ pN for example, for $\tan \theta = 0.1$, the initial distribution of $f(i)$ from the first to the sixth row is 20, 24, 28, 32, 36 and 40 pN; for $\tan \theta = 0.3$, $f(i) = 0, 12, 24, 36$ and 60 pN. Evidently, the latter case gives rise to a wider distribution of $f$. Because the catch bond mechanism spans only a narrow range within the lower force regime (figure 3), a wider distribution of force results in a smaller portion of catch bonds. For instance, for $\tan \theta = 0.1$, at the beginning of decohesion, all bonds are in the catch bond regime, while for $\tan \theta = 0.3$, only two-thirds of the bonds are in the catch bond regime ($f(i) = 0, 12, 24, 36$ pN), and this portion will further decrease during the detachment. Hence, when the two force-bearing plates are not parallel but have an inclined angle, the catch and slip mechanisms are averaged between the different rows. The larger the angle, the more dominant the slip-bond mechanism, and the less effect of the catch bond mechanism.

3.4. Micropipette-manipulated detachment of a cell from a substrate surface

We varied the loading forces by changing the pipette aspiration pressure. In figure 6, we plot the time courses at four different decohesion stages, with 10, 30, 60 and 100 per cent (the complete detachment) of bonds broken versus the loading force. In the initial stage, the rupture time of catch models (denoted by solid lines) is lower than that of slip models (denoted by dashed lines), implying a higher rupture rate of the catch bond at the low force regime. As decohesion proceeds, the force $f$ on each bond increases, and the rupture rate of catch bond decreases; hence its rupture time gradually exceeds that of the slip bond model.

It can be seen that the times at all four stages decrease monotonically with pulling forces, indicating that overall there are no catch bond characteristics during the cell detachment. The difference between the two types of bonds is surprisingly small, compared with the parallel multiple-bond system (figure 4). This can be explained by the highly non-uniform distribution of force at the detachment front arising from the compliance of the cell membrane. When the cell is pulled by an upward force $F$, the load is primarily concentrated at the peripheral region of the adhesion patch; this region can be sketched as a ring of finite width. Because of the softness of the membrane, this ring is largely bend and the bonds within it are highly non-uniformly loaded. Our calculation results (see figure 7 and its inset) show that even at the early stage of detachment, the angle between the membrane and the substrate surface is around 30°. Since $\tan(30°) = 0.577$, which is much larger than these studied in §3.2 where the upper plate is rigid, the force distribution in the current situation is even wider. Therefore, the catch bond effect is significantly weakened, and both models are basically controlled by the slip-bond mechanism even right from the beginning of the detachment.

4. DISCUSSION

Most previous studies on catch bond are focused on the single-bond system, while multiple-bond situations, which are more physiologically relevant, have been rarely considered. Our present work presents a detailed study on the effects of catch bond mechanism within multiple-bond systems. To describe the dual response of rupture rate to tensile forces, we employed the Evans’ two-state, two-pathway model. We performed numerical studies based on several scenarios, including a single-bond system, a multiple-bond system with
uniform loading, a multiple-bond system with linearly distributed loading and the micropipette-controlled detachment of a cell from a substrate.

Our results revealed that the multiple-bond system manifests its catch mechanism in a distinct manner compared with the single-bond system. Because of the temporal change of force on each bond, the biphasic time–force relationship is obvious only during partial decohesions, while towards the end of the lifetime, the monotonic slip-bond mechanism takes control. Another interesting observation is drawn from the cases where loading force is also spatially distributed. It is demonstrated that the cooperative act of all the loaded bonds plays an essential role for the cluster to realize its catch manifestations. A wider spatial distribution of the force leads to less cooperativity of the bonds, consequently causing a less pronounced catch behaviour of the system.

Figure 5. Lifetime analysis for linearly loaded bond clusters. (a,c,e) Bond number versus time t at different loading levels—(a) tan θ = 0.1; (c) tan θ = 0.2 and (e) tan θ = 0.3 (solid lines, 20 pN; short dashed lines, 25 pN; dashed dotted lines, 30 pN; dotted lines, 35 pN; long dashed lines, 40 pN; dash double-dotted lines, 50 pN). (b,d,f) Rupture time versus loading force at different stages of decohesion—(b) tan θ = 0.1; (d) tan θ = 0.2; and (f) tan θ = 0.3 (lines with squares denote time for one-sixth bonds broken, lines with diamonds denote time for one-third bonds broken and lines with triangles denote time for one-half bonds broken; lines with circles denote lifetime).
The current simulation results allow us to make an interesting comment on the variations between P- and L-selectin-mediated cell-rolling dynamics. P-selectin and L-selectin share similar structures which are characterized as catch bonds [9], but with two notable differences: (i) the transition from catch to slip behaviour of L-selectin bond occurs at a higher force than P-selectin bond, and the width of the transition of L-selectin is also much greater [9,49]; (ii) the binding interface of L-selectin is much stiffer than the P-selectin interface [49]. In view of these two differences and observations from the present study, we may reason that the multiple L-selectin bonds may exhibit a more obvious catch behaviour than the P-selectin bonds.

Intriguingly, most studies [9,49–52] did reveal that the shear threshold of L-selectin-mediated leucocyte rolling is much more pronounced than the P-selectin-mediated rolling. Therefore, our study may provide an explanation for this discrepancy from the perspective of the cooperative effect of catch bonds.

Several theoretical refinements can be made on the basis of the present models. Firstly, in our current continuum framework, the fluctuations of single-bond lifetime and nonlinear effects are not included. These effects are negligible in the current cases, but could be significant for small adhesion clusters where several bonds are involved. For the latter case, stochastic models are a better option [30,31]. Also, it is noted that most of the existing researches on catch bonds have been primarily focused on model development at the single-bond level. On the other hand, the cooperative behaviour of multiple slip bonds under various loading and environmental conditions have been investigated [34–37,53]. The present work highlights the importance of the cooperative behaviour of multiple catch bonds, providing a new perspective to understand the collective behaviour of catch bonds. Finally, in modelling the BFP-controlled cell detachment, the effects of membrane modulus is worth an in-depth analysis. In the current model, the membrane within the adhesion patch is of the same elastic modulus as the non-adhered region. However, in real physiological situations, a mature adhesion region always consists of a number of small adhesion clusters, which are called focal adhesions [54,55]. Focal adhesion, which consists of a large number of proteins, is much stiffer than normal membrane. Hence, focal adhesions could be a way for cell to realize its catch bond mechanism, because with a higher elastic modulus within the adhesion region, the bonds could act in a more cooperative way [37]. However, the actual modulus change within focal adhesions is a very complicated issue, and needs to be studied in great detail in future works.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we examine the effect of catch mechanism on decohesion of multiple-bond systems. Computational analyses reveal that, in a multiple-bond system, catch bond behaviour could only manifest itself in limited loading conditions (uniform loading among bonds) and certain stages (partial decohesion at early stages). These observations may explain the fact that the deterministic experimental evidence of catch bonds [3] came much later than its predictions [7]. These discoveries also provide a new framework for studying catch bonds: in multiple-bond systems, only testing the final lifetime of decohesion is inadequate to obtain the ‘catch’ behaviour; both loading conditions and fraction of ruptured bonds are of great importance in manifesting the characteristics of catch bond clusters.
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